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Adhesively bonded elastic layers with thicknesses that are small relative to their lateral dimensions
are used in a wide variety of applications. The mechanical response of the compliant layer when a
normal stress is imposed across its thickness is determined by the effects of lateral constraints,
which are characterized by the ratio of the lateral dimensions of the layer to its thickness. From this
degree of confinement and from the material properties of the compliant layer, we predict three
distinct deformation modes:~1! edge crack propagation,~2! internal crack propagation, and~3!
cavitation. The conditions conductive for each mode are presented in the form of a deformation map
developed from fracture mechanics and bulk instability criteria. We use experimental data from
elastic and viscoelastic materials to illustrate the predictions of this deformation map. We also
discuss the evolution of the deformation to large strains, where nonlinear effects such as fibrillation
and yielding dominate the failure process. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!00518-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical response of thin, compliant layers is
critically important in a variety of applications in several
industries. Applications include protective layers in artificial
hip joints,1 underfills in flip chip technology,2 and pressure-
sensitive adhesives. In each of these applications, the robust-
ness of the final products is largely dependent upon the in-
tegrity of the interface and the bulk properties of a thin,
adhesively bonded, compliant layer. In addition, many prod-
ucts that are eventually useful as dry hard materials, such as
paints, nail polish, concrete, or clay3 behave as soft materials
at some point during their processing history. An understand-
ing of the mechanical response of these systems is important
as well. In all of these situations one must understand the
physics controlling the integrity of compliant layers, in par-
ticular when a triaxial tensile stress is applied. To study the
coupling of the bulk and interfacial properties that govern the
failure of these layers, a variety of test geometries have been
used. Among the more common test geometries are the peel
test,4–6 the spherical~Johnson–Kendall–Roberts, or JKR! or
flat ~probe tack! techniques,7–10 and nanoprobe techniques
@atomic force microscopy~AFM!, nanoidentation#.11,12 Illus-
trative schematics of the peel test and two of the probe ge-
ometries are shown in Fig. 1.

A variety of failure mechanisms are observed in these
systems, depending on the detailed geometry and on the rel-
evant materials properties. These failure mechanisms can
range from simple interfacial fracture to cavitation leading to
cohesive failure in a fibrillated structure.9,13–17 In all cases,
the underlying physics is controlled by the coupling of bulk
and interfacial properties of the thin layer. Qualitatively, this

coupling has been well described and quantitative advances
have been made more recently.6,13,14,16–23More work is still
needed, however, to formulate a quantitative link between
the overall mechanical performance and the properties of the
compliant layer. This quantitative understanding of the bulk
and interfacial contributions to performance is not only criti-
cal to predicting a products’s engineering limits, but can also
be used to optimize the design process for adhesive layers.

The geometric confinement of the compliant layer plays
a dominant role in the determination of its mechanical re-
sponse. In each of the applications mentioned above, the
lateral dimensions of the compliant layer are significantly
greater than its thickness. Consequently, as the layer is de-
formed in the thickness direction, lateral strains cannot be
easily accommodated, and significant lateral stresses develop
within the thin compliant layer. These stresses result in a
substantial hydrostatic component in the stress field and play
an important role in the response of the layer. The perfor-
mance of the compliant layer is determined by its elastic
modulus, its interfacial adhesion to the confining surfaces,
and the degree of confinement. In this article, we use a
simple analysis to develop a deformation map that can be
used to predict the failure mechanism that is expected for a
given combination of these parameters. These ideas are then
tested with two viscoelastic materials that differ in their de-
viation from ideal elastic behavior.

II. DEFORMATION MODES

We begin by defining three main deformation modes that
can be used to categorize the early stages of the debonding
processes of a compliant layer from a rigid substrate. These
three modes are described below, in the context of an axi-
symmetric testing geometry.a!Electronic mail: k-shull@nwu.edu
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1. Edge crack propagation [Fig. 2(a)]. This failure
mechanism is simple adhesive failure. The contact perimeter
decreases uniformly as the compliant layer separates from
one of the rigid substrates. The energy applied to the system
is shared between propagating the interfacial crack and any
viscoelastic losses in the bulk of the compliant layer. This
mechanism of debonding can be effectively characterized us-
ing a fracture mechanics analysis.

2. Internal crack propagation [Fig. 2(b)].In some situ-
ations, the hydrostatic stress at the interface develops to a
point where a penny-shaped, internal crack will grow. If this
defect remains at the adhesive/substrate interface, the growth
of the penny-shaped crack is controlled by the same material
properties controlling simple edge crack propagation. Typi-
cally, many internal cracks will nucleate and eventually coa-
lesce when final failure occurs.

3. Cavitation [Fig. 2(c)]. This mode of deformation is
similar to internal crack propagation, but the cavity expands
into the bulk of the compliant layer instead of propagating at
the interface. Growth of these bulk cavities corresponds to
the early stages of fibrillation, which must take place in order
for large deformations to be achieved.9,14,24

In addition to these three main classes of deformation,
the following two subclasses, related to the shape of the edge
of the compliant layer, can also be defined.

1(a) Edge crack fingering.This failure mode is analo-
gous to simple edge crack propagation with the exception
that the contact perimeter does not decrease uniformly in all
directions. Therefore the crack front does not appear as a

circle but has a more complicated geometry. This mechanism
can no longer be analyzed in a straightforward way with
fracture mechanics tools.

3(a) Bulk fingering [Fig. 2(d)]. Bulk fingering is visu-
ally similar to edge crack fingering. However, with bulk fin-
gering the shape instability exists within the bulk of the com-
pliant layer and not at the interface with the rigid
indenter.17,25 Bulk fingering is closely related to cavitation,
with the difference being that the cavity-type defect forms at
the edge of the compliant layer. Once nucleated, these de-
fects grow parallel to the adhesive/substrate interface. Cavi-
tation and bulk fingering are treated as two manifestations of
the same basic failure mode in this article. The bulk fingering
mechanism shows a striking similarity to Saffman–Taylor
fingers observed when a less viscous fluid displaces a more
viscous one.26 The driving force for the instability in the
liquid case is the viscosity difference, while in our case it is
the release of elastic stress.17 A similar analogy has been
reported for the viscoelastic fracturing of colloidal fluids by
injection of a fluid under high pressure.27

The interfacial deformation modes~1, 1a, and 2! are
governed by the energy release rate describing the driving
force for crack propagation, whereas the bulk deformation
modes~3 and 3a! are governed by the stress within the layer.
The relationship between the average stress within the layer
and the energy release rate is, in turn, determined by the
degree of lateral confinement. This degree of confinement is
defined by a representative dimension of the contact area in
the stressed region, in comparison to the thickness of the
compliant layer.8,16,28–30For example, in a probe-type adhe-

FIG. 1. Common geometries used to test the adhesive characteristics of thin
layers. ~a! Peel test;~b! spherical indenter;~c! flat cylindrical probe. The
contact lengths over which stress is applied are shown in each case. In our
analysis the compliant layer is assumed to be adhesively bonded to the
substrate. For the cylindrical indenter~part c! the initial contact radius,a, is
defined by the radius of the indenter, whereas for the spherical indenter~part
b!, the contact radius increases as the indenter is pushed into the compliant
layer. The lateral dimensions of the thin, compliant layer are assumed to
greatly exceed the contact radius for both of the axisymmetric geometries.

FIG. 2. The basic failure mechanisms observed in thin layers under normal
loads:~a! Edge crack propagation;~b! internal crack propagation;~c! cavi-
tation; ~d! bulk fingering. Surface fingering is not shown, but is similar to
bulk fingering, with the shape instability existing at probe/layer interface
instead of within bulk of the compliant layer.
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sion test the degree of confinement is defined by the ratio of
the contact radius~a! to the thickness of the layer~h!; while
in the peel test geometry, the degree of confinement is de-
fined by the length of the stressed region~w! to the thickness
of the adhesive layer~h!. These quantities are illustrated in
Fig. 1.

The origins of confinement effects can be illustrated by
considering one of the axisymmetric probe geometries@Figs.
1~b! and 1~c!#. For low values ofa/h there is a lateral Pois-
son contraction of the cylinder as it is extended.29 As a/h
increases, the lateral strains are restricted. These lateral con-
straints will dramatically alter the stress distribution within
the sample and effectively increase its stiffness.29,31 For this
reason, the sample will attempt to change its configuration to
a more compliant geometry where less energy is required to
strain the sample.17 This change in configuration is observed
experimentally as one of the deformation mechanisms de-
scribed above. In the following sections, we consider the
specific case of a rigid flat or spherical punch in contact with
an elastic layer of thickness,h @Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#.

A. Crack propagation

We begin with a fracture mechanics analysis that can be
used to derive the driving forces for motion of an edge crack
or internal crack. We assume a linearly elastic response for
the compliant layer, in which case the driving force for
propagation of an edge crack,Gedge, is given by the follow-
ing expression:

Gedge5
2~P82P!2

4pa

dC

da
, ~1!

where a is the contact radius,P8 is the load required to
establish this contact radius without adhesive forces,P is the
experimental load, andC is the compliance of the
system.16,19 Gedgerepresents the energy per area available to
drive the crack forward, thereby reducing the contact area
with the indenter and increasing the compliance. We use
expressions forP8 and for the compliance corresponding to
full adhesive bonding, so that lateral shear stresses at both
interfaces are not able to relax. Expressions for frictionless
punches can also be used,16 although the adhesive boundary
conditions are generally more representative of actual situa-
tions. For the flat probe geometryP8 is equal to zero, while
for the spherical probe geometryP8 is given by the follow-
ing equation:16

P85
4Ea3

3R~12n2! S 110.33S a

hD 3D , ~2!

whereE is the tensile elastic modulus,e, andn is Poisson’s
ratio for the compliant layer,R is the radius of curvature for
the indenter, andh is the original thickness of the compliant
layer.

The compliance for both probe geometries~assuming
R@a! is16

C5
~12n2!

2Ea F11H 0.75

~a/h!1~a/h!3D 1
2.8~122n!

~a/h! J 21G21

.

~3!

From this expression, assuming that the material is incom-
pressible (n50.5), thedriving force for edge crack propa-
gation is16

Gedge5
9~P82P!2

128pEa3

$0.7512~a/h!14~a/h!3%

$0.751~a/h!1~a/h!3%2 . ~4!

When the crack actually propagates the energy represented
by Gedgeis expended by the creation of new surfaces and in
viscoelastic losses near the crack tip. These viscoelastic
losses depend on the crack velocity,v(v52da/dt), so that
the rate of edge crack propagation is determined by a mate-
rial dependent relationship betweenGedgeandv. The follow-
ing empirical relationship between these quantities has often
been used:13,16–21

G5G0S 11S v
v* D nD

or ~5!

v5v* S G

G0
21D 1/n

.

Note thatG0 is the initial energy release rate required to
begin crack movement and that the velocity dependence is
parametrized byv* andn. In an ideally elastic material,v*
would be infinite and the fracture criteria would not be ve-
locity dependent, but rather one critical energy release rate,
G0, would act as the fracture criterion.

The relation shown in Eq.~5! also acts as a failure cri-
terion for internal, penny-shaped cracks. For a homogeneous
medium under a state of uniaxial tensile stress, the energy
release rate characterizing a penny-shaped crack is given by
the following expression:32,33

Gcavity5
4~12n2!s2

pE
ac , ~6!

wheres is the far-field tensile stress andac is the radius of
the crack. For an interfacial crack at a rigid, frictionless sur-
face,Gcavity will be half the value given by Eq.~6! because
there is no elastic strain energy in the rigid substrate. Quan-
titative use of Eq.~6! in our case is complicated by the ad-
hesive boundary condition~the interface on which the crack
grows is not frictionless!, and by the triaxial state of stress in
these confined systems. Nevertheless, Eq.~6! can be used as
a qualitative measure of the driving force for the early stages
of internal crack propagation, whereac is much smaller than
a or h.

A last interfacial fracture mechanism that should be
briefly mentioned is the propagation of finger-like cracks
starting from the edge of the probe inwards. This mechanism
has been observed for very confined layers~a/h550– 100)
on a substrate with a very low adhesion.34 The driving force
is also the release of elastic stress, but the confinement can
be reduced more effectively by the propagation of finger-like
cracks. In this case the applied energy release rate varies
along the contact perimeter, and cannot be readily quantified
by Eq. ~4!.

A further assumption implicit in the use of Eqs.~4! and
~6! for the energy release rate is that the compliant material
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has a predominantly elastic character. In other words, the
volume of material associated with viscoelastic loss must be
localized near the crack tip and must be much smaller than
the total strained volume. Under these conditions, the aver-
aged response of the adhesive system will be elastic. When
these conditions do not apply, a modified fracture mechanics
formulation is required.35

If the applied energy release rate@Eqs. ~4! and ~6!# ex-
ceedsG0, then the corresponding crack will propagate at a
velocity given by Eq.~5!. For an edge crack, propagation
decreasesa, resulting in a more compliant system as de-
scribed by Eq.~3!. Propagation of internal cracks is also
driven by the resulting increase in the compliance. However,
for highly confined systems the change in compliance per
change in unit area is very small. Therefore, other means of
releasing lateral constraint will dictate the deformation
mode. These deformation modes are cavitation and bulk fin-
gering, as described in the following section.

B. Cavitation and bulk fingering

Until this point, we have focused on the criteria for in-
terfacial failure, which is quantified by the energy release
rate. As the applied energy release rate increases so do the
stresses in the bulk of the thin layer. If these stresses reach a
critical point, the lateral constraint will be relieved as an
elastic instability. The most straightforward instability is
cavitation within the compliant layer@Fig. 2~c!#. Gent has
described cavitation in terms of the growth of a preexisting
cavity in a material obeying the simple kinetic theory of
elasticity.15 The relationship between the size of the cavity
and the magnitude of the far field hydrostatic stress is given
as follows:15

shyd5E$~524l212l24!/6%, ~7!

wherel is the ratio of the actual cavity radius to the cavity
radius in the unstressed state. Note that this simple treatment
does not account for the energy penalty of creating new sur-
face area or for the finite extensibility of the rubber. Based
on Eq.~7!, if the hydrostatic stress within a material becomes
greater than 5E/6 then the cavity will be energetically driven
to grow ~l→`!.15 As in the case of an interfacial crack
propagation, the growth of cavities releases lateral con-
straints, thereby increasing the compliance of the system.17

The distinguishing feature of cavity growth is that the con-
tact area with the probe is not changing as this process oc-
curs.

Bulk fingering is another form of a bulk elastic instabil-
ity, but in this case the ‘‘cavity growth’’ occurs on the edge
of the sample volume and not in the interior@Fig. 2~d!#.17,25

Although an exact criteria for the occurrence of fingering has
not been determined, the origins of this phenomenon can
also be traced to the release of lateral constraints within the
compliant layer.17 Experiments have confirmed that the ini-
tial driving force is elastic and that finger formation typically
occurs prior to cavitation.17 Note that the maximum length of
the bulk fingers is limited by the thickness of the compliant
layer, so that they might not be discernible for very high
values ofa/h. For example, if the maximum strain that an

elastomer can accommodate without failure is assumed to be
3.0, then the maximum length of the fingers@as shown in
Fig. 2~d!# is 3.0* (h/2), whereh is the thickness of the com-
pliant layer. Therefore, if we assume a typical thickness to be
100mm, then the maximum finger length would be 150mm.
Consequently, this length would only occupy 3% of a 0.5 cm
radius probe. Under these conditions, internal cavitation will
be the dominant bulk deformation mode.

C. Transition from interfacial to bulk deformation
modes

Now that we have discussed the individual criteria for
interfacial and bulk deformation modes, we can combine the
arguments to understand how the degree of confinement, the
elastic properties of the layer~represented for the sake of
simplicity by the Young’s modulusE!, and the relationship
betweenGedge and the crack propagation velocity~repre-
sented here by the threshold valueG0! control the initial
stages of failure. As the force (P) on the adhesive layer
increases, the hydrostatic stress in the bulk of the adhesive
and the applied energy release rate@given by Eqs.~4! and
~6!# also increase. The first of these quantities to surpass its
respective failure criterion will determine which failure
mechanism prevails.

We can define a general set of criteria and a correspond-
ing map of preferred failure mechanisms if we rearrange Eqs.
~4! and ~6!. First, we define an average normal stress,savg,
as follows:

savg5
P

A
, ~8!

whereA is the contact area. For a flat probe (P850), the
expression forGedge@Eq. ~4!# can be written in the following
form:

Gedge

Ea
5

9p

128S savg

E D 2F $0.7512~a/h!14~a/h!3%

$0.751~a/h!1~a/h!3%2 G . ~9!

If Gedge surpassesG0, then edge crack propagation will oc-
cur. However, ifsavg/E reaches a value of approximately
one, then a bulk elastic instability will release the lateral
constraint. Note thatGedge depends on two geometrical pa-
rameters: the degree of confinement~given by a/h) and a
size parameter~given bya!.

We can also develop an expression based on Eq.~6! for
the early stages of internal crack propagation. By approxi-
matings by savg, and by dividing by a factor of 2 to take
into account the fact that crack propagation occurs at the
interface with a rigid solid, we obtain the following:

Gcavity

Ea
5

2~12n2!

p S savg

E D 2S ac

a D . ~10!

This expression is valid forac!a andac!h, in which case
Gcavity is dependent on a single geometric parameter,ac . If
savg/E exceeds a critical value close to one, an interfacial
defect will expand into the bulk of the compliant layer as
illustrated in Fig. 2~c!.15 Note that our qualitative treatment
does not take into account the shape of the stress distribution,
which depends ona/h, the compressibility of the compliant
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layer, and the radius of curvature of the rigid punch.14,17,36

Finally, we neglect differences between the hydrostatic stress
and the normal stress which become significant at low values
of a/h. While these factors affect the detailed response of the
system, including the distribution of cavitation or internal
crack growth within the contact area, they do not affect the
general features of the deformation process. As described
below, one can predict which deformation mechanism will
initially be active ifG0 /Ea, a/h, and the defect size,ac , are
known.

If we assume that bulk instabilities will occur forsavg

.E, that internal crack growth will occur forGcavity.G0,
and that edge crack growth will occur forGedge.G0, we can
define a deformation map by settingsavg/E equal to one in
Eqs. ~9! and ~10! and plottingGcavity/Ea or Gedge/Ea as a
function of the degree of confinement (a/h). These two
lines, and the vertical line extending downward from their
intersection, divide the map into different regions as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. This map corresponds to the case where
ac /a5231024, ac /h!1, and where the sample is incom-
pressible (n50.5). Theassumption of a small defect is valid
for most practical applications where the initial defect size is
related to the surface roughness of the two contacting bodies
and is very small relative to the overall sample dimen-
sions.37,38

Although the details of the deformation map depend on
the specific value ofsavg/E chosen for the bulk instability
criterion, the general physics defined in this plot are quite
reliable. Three different regions are defined in Fig. 3:~1!
Edge crack propagation~E!, ~2! Bulk instabilities ~B!, and
~3! Internal crack propagation~IC!. In the ‘‘E’’ region, the
energy release rate for edge crack propagation~curved line!
is greater than the energy release rate for internal crack
propagation~horizontal line!. Also in region E, the stress

applied to the sample is less than the stress required to in-
duce a bulk elastic instability. Therefore, edge crack propa-
gation will dominate as the initial failure mechanism if the
degree of confinement~characterized bya/h) and the mate-
rial’s resistance to crack propagation~characterized by
G0 /Ea) place the experimental conditions within this re-
gion. If the resistance to crack propagation is sufficiently
large, one can access region ‘‘B’’ on the map, where the
stresses on the compliant layer are high enough to result in
an elastic shape instability. As the degree of confinement
increases, the extent of region B grows. In the ‘‘IC’’ region,
the driving force for growth of an internal crack~horizontal
line! exceeds the driving force for an edge crack~sloped
line!, but the tensile stress is too low to extend the cavity into
the bulk of the adhesive.

The general form of Eq.~9! for different values of Pois-
son’s ratio can be found by combining Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and
~8!.14 Increasing the compressibility of the compliant layer
~decreasingn) increasesGedge, whereas increasingac in-
creasesGcavity. Both of these changes decrease the extent of
the region corresponding to bulk instabilities on the defor-
mation map. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 4. where we
show a second deformation map corresponding ton
50.499 andac /a5831024.

We are now in a position to consider how the degree of
confinement and the sample size affect the deformation
mechanism. Figure 3 demonstrates that as the degree of con-
finement increases, edge crack propagation becomes less
likely and internal deformation modes dominate. At lower
degrees of confinement, edge crack propagation will always
occur except when the adhesive strength is significantly
greater thanE* a. These general features can be very useful
for some common applications of adhesively bonded elastic
layers. In order to make a prediction one needs to measure or
estimateG0 for the interface,E of the soft material, and three
characteristic sizesa, h, andac . Then:

~1! The value ofac /a allows the correct positioning of
the transition from internal crack propagation to edge crack
propagation.

~2! The values ofG0 /Ea anda/h define the appropriate

FIG. 3. Deformation map forn50.5 andac /a5231024, illustrating the
effect of confinement on the preferred failure mechanism exhibited by a thin
layer under normal loads. Three regions are distinguished corresponding to
the preferred deformation mode: edge crack propagation occurs within re-
gion E; internal crack propagation occurs within region IC, and bulk insta-
bilities ~either cavitation or bulk fingering! occur within region B. The four
individual data points refer to the following tests, using the parameters listed
in Table II: ~l! D/T with spherical indenter;~j! D/T with flat indenter;~d!
PEHA with spherical indenter;~m! PEHA with flat indenter.

FIG. 4. Deformation map forn50.499 andac /a5831024. The symbols
are identical to those shown in Fig. 3.
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location on the deformation map, and determine which de-
formation mode will be favored.

As an example, we can use our map to predict how
underfill materials in flip-chip packages will fail under an
applied stress normal to the substrate interface. Based on
typical geometries and material properties,a/h is approxi-
mately one andE* a is equal to 313104 J/m2 for most un-
derfill applications.2 As long as the fracture strength,G0, of
the interface is less than 9.53104 J/m2 ~which is unrealisti-
cally high for polymer/substrate adhesion strengths!, edge
crack propagation is the predicted failure mode. Formation
of a bulk instability is only possible when a much more
compliant adhesive layer, typical of that used for a pressure
sensitive adhesive, is used. As we will demonstrate experi-
mentally, the release of lateral constraint through bulk insta-
bilities can allow configurations to be obtained where yield
stresses are surpassed so that much larger amounts of energy
are dissipated.

Another interesting prediction from our map applies to
the recent trend of using scanning probe microscope geom-
etries to investigate adhesive properties of soft polymers on a
submicron scale, but still in a regime where continuum me-
chanics can apply. In these tests, the typical tip geometry
limits the maximum contact radius to be no larger than 100
nm. With this radius and assuming that the material being
investigated has an elastic modulus of 1.0 MPa, our map
predicts that bulk instabilities will always occur if the critical
fracture energy exceeds 0.03 J/m2. This value of 0.03 J/m2 is
very small considering that the lower bound for fracture en-
ergies, the thermodynamic work of adhesion, is typically
close to 0.1 J/m2 for elastomers. The predicted importance of
bulk instabilities is a simple consequence of the average
stress defined by Eq.~8! becoming very large as the contact
area becomes small. In other words, asa becomes very small
relative toG/E and h, surface energetics dominate the vol-
ume effects and some form of bulk instability is likely to
occur before the interfacial attraction is overcome. With
these predictions in mind, extreme care must be taken as
adhesive strengths are quantified from nanoscale measure-
ments. One must remember, however, that our simple treat-
ment neglects the effects of the surface energy and the asso-
ciated Laplace pressure. These effects also become important
at small length scales, and will act to suppress the develop-
ment of a bulk shape instability.

With the map presented in Fig. 3 and the underlying Eqs.
~9! and~10!, we now have the tools to begin to quantitatively
understand why certain modes of failure will dominate under
certain states of confinement. To illustrate the use of these
proposed tools, we examine the experimental results of two
material systems collected for two significantly different
states of confinement. One material behaves mostly elasti-
cally, while the other material has a strong viscous contribu-
tion to its mechanical behavior.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Adhesion tests

The spherical and flat probe geometries illustrated in
Fig. 1 were used in our experiments, depending on the values

of a/h that were desired. As described in previous refer-
ences, values ofa/h from 1 to 5 are readily obtained with a
spherical indenter, and values as large as 100 are obtained
with a flat cylindrical punch.14,16,39

The general technique for both geometries begins by
bringing the probe into contact with the polymer layer until a
previously set arbitrary load is detected by the load trans-
ducer. At this point of maximum compression, the probe
waits at fixed displacement for a prescribed dwell time. Fol-
lowing the dwell time, the probe is pulled away from the
adhesive layer. During this pull-off stage, the force, displace-
ment, and contact area are recorded at regular intervals. Pull-
off continues until final failure occurs. Specific test param-
eters are presented in Table I for both material systems and
for both geometries.

In addition to the adhesive testing, a rheometric tech-
nique has been employed to collect the rheological data for
the polymer layer. This technique has been custom designed
to accurately measure the rheological properties of confined
polymer samples. This method involves bringing a hemi-
spherical indenter into contact with a thin adhesive layer. At
a fixed contact area, we then apply an oscillatory strain in the
normal direction. By measuring the magnitude of the result-
ing stress and the phase lag between the stress and the ap-
plied strain, we can calculate the storage and loss moduli for
the polymer layer.

B. Materials

The two material systems investigated in this report are
referred to as D/T and PEHA. D/T is a blend of poly~n-butyl
acrylate!—poly~methylmethacrylate! ~PMMA! diblock
and poly~methylmethacrylate!-poly~n-butyl acrylate!-
poly~methylacrylate! triblock copolymers. The details of the
anionic polymerization of these molecules have been pre-
sented previously.40,41 The molecular weight of the triblock
is 167 000 g/mol~82 wt% PnBA! with a polydispersity of
1.12. The diblock molecules correspond to 35% by weight of
the overall polymer and are half as large as the triblock mol-
ecules. Also, the PnBA segments contain approximately 4%
acrylic acid groups. The rheological data for this polymer are
presented in Fig. 5. These data were collected using the axi-
symmetric contact mechanics technique described above.
The general trends to observe are that the storage modulus is

TABLE I. Experimental parameters for~a! D/T samples; ~b! PEHA
samples.

Material

Geometry

D/T PEHA

Flat Spherical Flat Spherical

h ~mm! 91 91 71 121
R ~mm! ` 6.0 ` 3.2
Indenter
material

Steel Glass Steel Steel

Motor
velocity
~mm/s!

2.5 2.5 10 8.6
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weakly dependent upon frequency and significantly greater
than the loss modulus. This behavior indicates that D/T is a
mostly elastic material.

As a complement to the predominantly elastic D/T, we
use PEHA, which is a homopolymer of poly~2-ethylhexyl
acrylate!. This polymer has a very broad molecular weight
distribution and has a rheological signature characteristic of
a polymer near its gel point as illustrated in Fig. 6. The
storage and loss moduli are roughly equal to one another and
exhibit a power law frequency dependence. These data were
collected using a conventional parallel plate shear rheometer.

C. Sample preparation

A gel-casting method is used to prepare the D/T layers
for the mechanical measurements.42 With this method, a 5
vol % polymer solution is made by dissolving the polymer in
warm 2-ethylhexanol~T.70 °C). The solution is then

cooled to room temperature. During the cooling process, the
PMMA end blocks aggregate to form a physically
crosslinked gel.42 A small quantity of the gel is molded onto
a glass slide to give a layer of known thickness. This gel
layer is then dried at room temperature for several days until
all of the solvent is removed. During this drying stage, the
gel network remains intact, thus forming a mostly elastic
adhesive layer. Details of the gel microstructure, the effects
of drying, and the advantages of gel casting over solution
casting have been given by Flanigan, Crosby, and Shull.42

The PEHA samples were prepared by depositing a small
quantity of latex onto a glass slide and doctor blading the
quantity of sample to achieve a uniform film. This latex layer
is then dried at room temperature and annealed for 4 h at
70 °C under vacuum.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Adhesive failure analysis of elastic system

Figure 7 shows the average-stress versus average-strain
curve for a representative adhesion test using the spherical
probe geometry on the D/T adhesive. The average stress is
defined as the force normalized by the maximum contact
area and the average strain in the displacement divided by
the original thickness of the adhesive layer. Along with the
stress–strain curve, we have included images of the contact
area at specific points during the test. The maximum value of
a/h for this test is 2.

As can be seen from the images, the contact area re-
mains mostly circular during the entire bonding and debond-

FIG. 5. Rheological data for D/T. E8 is the storage modulus and E9 is the
loss modulus. Data were collected using custom-designed contact mechani-
cal geometry at room temperature with an imposed strain of 5.5%.

FIG. 6. Rheological data for PEHA. E8 is the storage modulus and E9 is the
loss modulus. Data were collected on a parallel plate shear rheometer at a
spectrum of temperatures and frequencies. Time-temperature superposition
was used to shift data curves to form a master curve for room temperature
~25 °C!.

FIG. 7. Average stress–strain curve for a spherical indenter test on D/T. The
maximum a/h is 2.0. Images correspond to the points indicated on the
stress–strain curve. Predicted stress–strain curves for D/T are also shown.
Horizontal line shading corresponds to estimate of elastic energy used to
drive the interfacial crack. Vertical line shading indicates estimated energy
dissipated due to yielding in the sample volume.
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ing phases. This mode of failure corresponds to edge crack
propagation@Fig. 2~a!# and allows us to use elastic fracture
mechanics to calculate the adhesive failure criteria for this
polymer/substrate combination. To verify the assumption of
linear elasticity that is fundamental to the fracture mechanics
relation shown in Eq.~4!, we first use a curve fitting tech-
nique with the elastic modulus as a fitting parameter.13,16For
a material that is acting in a linear elastic manner, the com-
pliance is given by the following relation:

C5
d82d

P82P
. ~11!

This relation can be rearranged to predict a displacement
with the appropriate substitutions made ford8, P8, andC

d5d82C~P82P!, ~12!

whereP is the experimental load,C is equal to the expres-
sion in Eq.~3!, andP8 is given by Eq.~2!. The expression
for d8 is16

d85
a2

R
@0.410.6 exp~21.8~a/h!!#. ~13!

We use the elastic modulus,E, as the single fitting parameter
to find the best-fit curve for our experimental force-
displacement curve. The best-fit average stress–strain curve
is shown in Fig. 7 where the value forE is 2.0 MPa. This
modulus agrees with the rheological data in Fig. 5. Evi-
dently, after the maximum tensile point is reached, our pre-
dicted values for average strain underestimate the actual av-
erage strain in our sample. Our interpretation of this result is
that the extra strain represents inelastic deformation, and that
the strained volume of the adhesive has exceeded its yield
point.

Given that our D/T system is acting in a linearly elastic
manner during the initial portions of the test, we can use Eq.
~4! to calculate the energy release rate. As mentioned in the
section on failure criteria, the energy release rate should be
related to the crack tip velocity. From the contact radius
measurements as a function of elapsed time, we can find the
crack tip velocity and determining the three parameters used
in Eq. ~5! to describe the interfacial properties:G0, v* , and
n. G0, or the minimal energy release rate required to initiate
measurable crack propagation, is approximately 3.0 J/m2,
while the largest value ofG applied to the interface is about
13 J/m2. The quantities ofv* and n are equal to 1.8mm/s
and 0.7, respectively.

Based on the adhesive failure criteria that we measured
using the spherical probe test, we can verify our arguments
for the dominant failure modes. Using Fig. 3, we find that for
the D/T sample at ana/h value of 2.0 and aG0 /Ea value
near 831023 ~G0'3 J/m2, E'23106 Pa,a'231024 m!
the preferred mode of failure should be edge crack propaga-
tion as was observed in the images in Fig. 7.

To achieve large degrees of confinement, the most effec-
tive test geometry is the flat probe. The average-stress versus
average-strain results for a D/T sample are shown in Fig. 8.
During this test, a maximuma/h value of 55 was achieved.
As predicted by Fig. 3, the observed mode of failure is no
longer edge crack propagation, but rather internal cavitation.

This cavitation mechanism is illustrated in the images shown
in conjunction with the stress–strain curve in Fig. 8.

In addition to experimentally verifying our conclusions
on failure criteria, these results for different degrees of con-
finement on the same adhesive sample can be used to illus-
trate how the same material physics drive the adhesive fail-
ure in both the spherical and flat probe geometries. The total
dissipated energy normalized by the maximum contact area
(Wadh), the maximum tensile stress, and the maximum ten-
sile strain are common parameters used to evaluate probe-
type adhesion tests. The values for these parameters are
listed in Table II for both the flat and spherical geometry
tests conducted on the D/T adhesive.

The most striking comparison is between the values of
Wadh. One might initially assume that if the interfacial frac-
ture criteria is roughly the same in both tests, then the
amount of dissipated energy per unit area should be similar
for both test geometries. However, as Table II shows, nearly

TABLE II. Results obtained with the two different adhesives with each of
the two test geometries. Values ofG0, E, Max a, and Maxa/h were used to
locate the four different tests on the deformation map~Figs. 3 and 4!.

Material D/T PEHA

Geometry Flat Spherical Flat Spherical

Wadh (J/m2) 9.75 27.6 20.37 17.5
smax ~MPa! 0.242 1.03 0.37 0.034
«max 2.49 0.629 2.73 8.46
G0 (J/m2! 3.0 3.0 10.0 10.0
E ~MPa! 2.0 2.0 0.01 0.01
Max a ~mm! 5000 180 5000 600
Max a/h 55 2.0 70 5.0

FIG. 8. Average stress–strain curve for a flat indenter test on D/T. The
maximum a/h is 55.0. Images correspond to the points indicated on the
stress–strain curve.
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three times the amount of energy per unit area is dissipated
in the spherical probe test. Our explanation for this result is
that for the D/T adhesive failure occurs by internal crack
propagation for the flat probe geometry and by edge crack
propagation for the spherical probe geometry. As illustrated
by Fig. 3, the increased value of the contact radius for the flat
probe moves this test into the IC region~interfacial crack
propagation! of the deformation map, assumingac54 mm
~ac /a5831024) andn50.499.Lateral constraints are re-
lieved in this sample by rapid propagation of these internal
cracks~images C through E of Fig. 8!. This release of elastic
energy prevented the average stresss to ever increase above
E. Finally all the cracks coalesced together and the entire
contact area debonded within a very short period of time
~images F through I of Fig. 8!. Due to the high degree of
confinement and to the high modulus, lateral constraints
were released very early by internal crack propagation and
the stresses within the polymer layer were never allowed to
develop past the point of yield.

In contrast, during the spherical probe test, the degree of
confinement was considerably lower, thus causing the pri-
mary means of failure to follow edge crack propagation. The
rate at which the edge crack allowed lateral constraints to be
released was not great enough to prevent the stresses within
the strained volume from surpassing the yield point. This
statement is most strongly supported by the discrepancy be-
tween the measured and predicted displacements for large
strains. At stresses beyond the yield stress of the adhesive
layer, the constitutive relation for this layer can no longer be
described by linear elasticity. Once the yield point of the
adhesive is exceeded, part of the applied energy is lost to
inelastic deformation. Through an informal argument, we
can use our linear elastic fracture mechanics relations to
separate the fraction of energy that was used to drive the
crack from the fraction that was dissipated in the yielded
material.

Consider Fig. 7 where the experimental average stress is
plotted against the actual average strain and the predicted
average strain. The overall work of adhesion,Wadh, is cal-
culated by integrating the experimental load versus displace-
ment curve and dividing by the maximum contact area. This
quantity corresponds to the energy required to drive the
crack plus the energy dissipated in the bulk of the polymer
sample. If we integrate the area under the curve of load ver-
sus predicted displacement, we should obtain the energy re-
quired to cause adhesive failure if the polymer layer re-
mained linearly elastic. Therefore, the difference between the
total energy dissipated and the energy dissipated under the
predicted displacement curve corresponds to the energy dis-
sipated in the bulk of the adhesive. To illustrate this point
graphically, Fig. 7 shows the area corresponding to the inter-
facial fracture energy shaded with horizontal lines and the
area for bulk deformation energy shaded by vertical. Quan-
titatively, these energies normalized by the maximum con-
tact area are 11.65 J/m2 for the interfacial fracture and 15.95
J/m2 for the bulk energy dissipation. Since the value for the
interfacial fraction only accounts for energy associated with
the region of the crack tip, the average value forG, 7.94
J/m2, also roughly agrees with this average quantity of 11.65

J/m2. Additionally, the D/T adhesive in the flat probe test did
not surpass the yield point on average; therefore, the value
for Wadh, 9.75 J/m2, also corresponds to the average interfa-
cial fracture energy of 11.65 J/m2. Therefore, regardless of
the preferred mode of deformation and failure, the energy
required to cause adhesive failure, or the localG, is indepen-
dent of geometry and purely dependent upon the underlying
physics of the materials.

B. Adhesive failure analysis of viscoelastic system

Until this point in the article, we have used elasticity
arguments to justify the effects of confinement on the mode
of failure and have used mostly elastic materials to illustrate
our conclusions. Although the D/T samples exhibit high val-
ues of adhesion relative to most purely elastic solids, we
must address the issue of increased viscoelasticity, since vis-
cous dissipation is known to play an important role in many
applications. In the D/T samples, viscoelastic effects are lo-
calized near the crack tip region where the local stresses and
strain rates are amplified. In this case, the volume of material
affected by the viscoelastic properties is small relative to the
overall sample dimensions. Apart from the yielding behavior
observed at large tensile loads, the response of the bulk of
the compliant layer is well represented by linear elasticity. A
more complicated analysis is obviously required in situations
where the bulk of the material is able to flow at relatively
low stresses.35,43–45As we will demonstrate in this section,
many of the general features highlighted for more purely
elastic materials are still relevant.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the PEHA sample has a much
more predominant viscoelastic character than does the D/T
sample. The first evidence for how this characteristic affects
the overall adhesion is provided by Figs. 9 and 10, which
show the average-stress versus average-strain data for the
spherical and flat probe geometries, respectively. As a point
of reference,amax/h for the spherical indenter is 5.0 and
amax/h for the flat probe is 70. For both tests, the correspond-
ing images show behavior that is indicative of a bulk insta-
bility. The instability is bulk fingering in the spherical probe
test, and cavitation in the flat probe geometry. These insta-
bilities can be understood in terms of the elastic character of
the PEHA.

From the rheological data in Fig. 6, we see that at the
low frequencies corresponding to the experimental strain rate
of 0.07 s21, the storage modulus~E8! is slightly greater than
the loss modulus~E9!. This modulus describes the elastic
energy stored throughout the bulk of the material, which can
somehow be minimized by the release of lateral constraints.
As seen in Fig. 3, the experimental conditions place the pre-
ferred mode of failure in the bulk instability region, which
includes fingering~as observed in the images of Fig. 9!.
Therefore, in a viscoelastic material, the modes of failure are
still determined by elastic restoring forces based on the
quasielastic storage of energy in the adhesive layer. Once the
mode of failure is induced, its propagation in a viscoelastic
solid differs from its propagation in an elastic solid.

Whether the mode of failure is edge crack propagation,
fingering, or cavitation, the defect’s growth in a viscoelastic
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solid will be balanced by viscoelastic losses in its vicinity.
Defect propagation rates are determined by the rates at which
energy is stored elastically and dissipated viscoelastically
throughout the sample. In this regime a quantitative evalua-
tion of G becomes impossible analytically because the stress
in each point in the viscoelastic material is dependent on the
complete load history.35 Nevertheless, for the purpose of
comparing the same adhesive on different surfaces or differ-
ent adhesives on the same surface, some scaling arguments
can be developed which correctly predict how the maximum
size of the internal cavities should vary withG0 and with the
elastic component E8 of the modulus of the adhesive.14

In the PEHA samples for both geometries, we observe
that both the fingering and the cavitation reach a stable
sample configuration after initial growth. This stable con-
figuration is essentially a fibrillated state in both tests, where
the degree of confinement~effective value ofa/h! is close to
one. For the spherical probe, one central fibril is pulled and
in the flat probe test we observe several fibrils. The progres-
sion to a stable configuration is best illustrated by monitoring
the distance between cavities in the flat probe geometry. As
Fig. 11 shows, the distance between cavities quickly plateaus
to a value close to the initial thickness of the film. At that
stage there is no longer a driving force to reduce the confine-
ment and we are effectively performing a set of parallel
uniaxial tensile tests on the fibrils. The fibrils continue to
extend until the applied energy release rate at the polymer/
substrate interface surpasses the interfacial fracture criteria
or the fibrils extend and finally fail in a cohesive manner.

This stabilization of the fibrils and their subsequent fail-
ure illustrate the balance between bulk and interfacial contri-

butions to the adhesion of viscoelastic materials. For the
PEHA, the interfacial attraction to the steel probe relative to
the polymer’s stiffness is great enough to allow lateral con-
straints to develop and force the mode of failure toward a
bulk elastic instability. This initial release of lateral con-
straint does not dissipate much energy by itself, but it allows
the sample to reach a configuration where it can be extended
past a yield point where higher order dissipation can occur.
This higher order dissipation continues until the applied en-
ergy release rate in each of the fibrils surpasses the inherent
interfacial attraction of the PEHA and steel. This sequence of

FIG. 9. Average stress–strain curve for a spherical indenter test on PEHA.
The maximuma/h is 5.0. Images correspond to the points indicated on the
stress–strain curve. Fingers seen in the images occur below the interface as
indicated schematically in Fig. 2~d!.

FIG. 10. Average stress–strain curve for a flat indenter test on PEHA. The
maximum a/h is 70. Images correspond to the points indicated on the
stress–strain curve.

FIG. 11. Average distance between cavities~aeff) normalized by the thick-
ness for the flat indenter test on PEHA. Time is relative to the first occur-
rence of a cavity.
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events is highly conductive to dissipating large quantities of
energy and is representative of the behavior of many strong
pressure sensitive adhesives.

V. SUMMARY

As a soft, compliant layer is strained in tension, the
modes of failure are determined not only by the material
properties but also by the degree of confinement imposed by
the sample geometry. By understanding how elastic restoring
forces develop in confined geometries, we have developed a
deformation map defining the regions where bulk shape in-
stabilities or crack propagation will predominate. This analy-
sis has been applied to two different polymer materials that
differ greatly in their viscoelastic character. One of the poly-
mers is quite ideally elastic at low strains, whereas the other
material has a highly viscoelastic response characteristic of a
lightly cross-linked polymer near its gel point.

For both elastic and viscoelastic polymer adhesives, the
material physics governing adhesion involve an intricate
coupling of bulk and interfacial properties. In the elastic D/T
polymer system, we witnessed how different degrees of con-
finement controlled the rate of release of lateral constraint. In
the less confined spherical geometry, the D/T adhesive was
allowed to extend past a yield point and increase the effec-
tive work of adhesion by a factor of 3. Using linear elastic
fracture mechanics, we were able to separate the energy that
was used to fracture the interface from the energy that was
lost due to yielding the sample. In the flat probe geometry,
debonding proceeded from internal defects, and the mode of
failure was internal crack propagation. The average amount
of energy per unit area required to debond the D/T from the
flat probe was roughly equivalent to the interfacial fracture
energy in the spherical geometry.

In the PEHA samples, the viscoelasticity balanced the
release of lateral constraint and allowed a stable fibrillated
structure to develop. This fibrillation process extends the
overall work of adhesion and provides a fundamental ex-
ample of how pressure sensitive adhesives can be optimized
to exhibit large adhesive strengths. This example also serves
as a framework for future work in continuing to understand
how the molecular structure of a polymer adhesive can be
used to delicately control the coupling between bulk and
interfacial properties.
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